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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1 . Purpos e of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the series of Recorded Lessons in Critical 
Listening by Thomas Devine in grade eight in a school sit-
uated in a low socio-economic section of a large city. 
Since these lessons were originally developed for ninth 
grade use, with varied population, this writer attempted to 
test their effectiveness at grade eight in a low socio-
economic section of a large city. 
These lessons were designed to promote growth at the 
ninth-grade level in five critical listening abilities:l/ 
1. Ability to recognize the bias of a speaker. 
2. Ability to recognize the competence of a speaker 
to speak about a given subject. 
3. Ability to distinguish between statements of fact 
and statements of opinion. 
4. Ability to recognize a speaker's inferences . 
5. Ability to distinguish between emotive and report 
language. 
Thomas G. Devine, The Development and Evaluation of ~ 
Series of Recordings for Teaching Certain Critical 
Listening Abili ties, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
Boston University School of Education, 1961, pp. 90-91. 
Q 
The data produced by this evaluation help to indicate 
either the effectiveness of these lessons at grade eight or 
the feasibility of construction of similar lessons designed 
for lower levels. 
Also to be determined is the relationship at grade 
eight between critical listening abilities and the following 
areas: Intelligence, age, listening comprehension, and 
reading comprehension. 
2 
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· 2. Justification 
The justification for the evaluation of the Devine 
Series of Recorded Lessons in Critical Listening was based 
on results obtained by Dr. Devine in grade nine: 
1 . "The recorded lessons are effective in pro-
moting growth in critical listening abilities. 
The difference in means between the initial and 
final scores on the Test of Critical Listening 
Abilities for the control group was 2.59. The 
critical ratio of 3.36 showed the gain to be 
statistically significant. The difference in 
means between the initial and final scores for 
the experimental group on the same test was 
10.11. The critical ratio of 14.65 is highly 
significant. The difference in mean gains was 
7.30. This is statistically significant and in 
favor of the experimental group.1f 
2. The relationships between critical listening 
abilities and intelligence, critical thinking 
abilities, listening comprehension and reading 
comprehension are substantial. The relationship 
between critical listening abilities and chron-
ological age is n egligible. 
Scores on the Test of Certain Critical 
Listening Abilities-w8re-correlated with the: 
1) Otis Quick-Scoring _M_ental Ability Test and a 
correlation coefficient of .59 obtained, 2) 
Watson-Glaser Critical Thinkin~ Appraisal and a 
coefficient of .68 obtained, 3) Brown-Carlsen 
Listening Comprehension Test and a coefficient of 
.61 obtained, and 4) Stanford Achievement Test: I 
Paragra~h Meani~ and a coefficient of .65 
obtaine • 
These correlations support the belief that 
there is a community between tests of critical 
listening and tests of intelligence, critical 
1/ Idem. p. 94. 
3 
thinking, listening comprehension and reading 
comprehension. All of these tests involve language 
comprehension and the interpretation of verbal 
symbols. 
The relationship between critical listening 
abilities and age is negligible. Scores on the 
Test of Certain Critical Listening Abilities were 
correlated with chronological ages and a correlation 
coefficient of .10 obtained." 17 
The results obtained indicate the growth of critical 
listening abilities through the use of the Series of Recorded 
Lessons in Critical Listening in grade nine. Since there is 
a growing need for greater critical listening abilities, an 
effective means of promoting these abilities at grade levels 
other than grade nine is necessary. 
1/ Ibid., p. 94. 
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3. Scope and Delimitation of the Study 
This study includes the administration of Dr. Devine's 
Test of Certain Critical Listening Abilities, Brown and 
Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test and Devine's Series of 
Ten Recorded Lessons in Critical Listening. It includes the 
survey of the literature of listening. It includes an ex-
perimental evaluation of the recorded lessons which involved 
107 eighth-grade pupils in a school situated in a low socio-
economic section of a large urban city. Finally, it includes 
an analysis of the data, organized in terms of the stated 
purpose of the study. 
This study does not investigate any means of tea ching 
critical listening other than that demonstrated by Dr. Devine. 
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4. Plan of Presentation 
Chapter Two: This is a review of the pertinent research 
in the teaching of listening, the techniques used in the 
teaching of listening and the justification of teaching 
listening. 
Chapter Three: .A description of the procedures used 
during the experiment, and a description of the plan of the 
experiment: 1) the selection of population, 2) the pre-
liminary testing, 3) the schedule of lessons, 4) the experi-
mental and control groups. 
Chapter Four: Chapter Four presents the analysis of 
data. 
Chapter Five: This chapter presents the: 
the study, 2) conclusions, 3) implications, and 
for further research. 
1 ) SUDJ.lllary of 
4) suggestions 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIE OF RES~ARCH 
"In our society, reading and listening 
constitute the basic tools of learning as 
well as the prime media of social intercourse. 
In the fulfillment of these roles, the import-
ance of reading has never been questioned. 
fuore recently •••••• the significance of listen-
ing is receiving increased attention. 1/ 
Authorities in the field of listening comprehension 
continually have advocated the teaching of listening to 
high-school and elementary-school students. They contend 
that listening comprehension can be improved through direct 
training and that teachers in the communicative arts area 
are the persons who should be the most responsible for this 
instruction. 
Ivmrkgraf states that if this training is desirable and 
if it is to become a reality, prospective teachers in 
universities and colleges must receive instruction both in 
listening and in the methods of teaching listening. g/ 
He also reports that of t he four hundred and eleven 
member schools of the American Association of Colleges for 
Teacher Education, four hundred and six replied to a 
Harry Goldstein, Reading and Listenin~ Comprehension at 
Various Controlled Rates . Contributions to Education, 
Number 621. Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1940, p. 1. 
Bruce Markgraf , "Listening Pedagogy in Teacher-Training 
Institutions," Journal of Communications, ( 1arch, 1962) 
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questionna~re on the teaching of listening. His major 
findings were: 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
Nwnber of special courses in teaching methods in 
speech, English, and elementary education - - 670 
Npmber of methods courses which included units on 
me thods of teaching listening -- 298 (44.5~ ) 
Number of universities offering specialized 
courses in listening-- 3 (Bradley University, 
University of fuinnesota, and vestern Michigan 
U!niversity) 
4. N~Umber of universities in whi ch listening is 
taught as a separate ~it -- 134 (33%) 
5. Number of universities offering courses in which 
listening is taught throughout but not as a 
• separate unit -- 300 (73.9%) 
6. Number of institutions having listening 
laboratories -- 27 ( 6.7%) 
7. liumber of courses in which practice teachers have 
cpportunities to give instruction in listening--
~69 (40.1% of the number of methods courses) l/ 
Freenan reports on a project in listening in a Teacher 
Training ligh school. Practice teachers constructed their 
own units in listening and found that subjectively, the 
students hought the project had been worthwhile . They said 
they had better understanding of wha.t it means to listen 
and that hey had become aware of the importance of develop-
ing good istening habits . g/ 
Ibid. pp . 135-137. 
Bernipe Freeman, "Listening Experiences in the Language 
Arts,' English Journal, 38: 572-576, (December, 1949). 
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In a study of Nashville, ~ennessee schools, Walker re-
ported thct teachers recognized a need to improve the quality 
of listenjng among their pupils. Listening tests were de-
vised, trcnscribed and administered through recordings. The 
tests werE teacher made without norms and the results per-
tained to Nashville schools. The results indicated the need 
for direc instruction in all types of listening. Listening 
for detai s and drawing correct inferences and conclusions 
were cons stently low at all levels throughout the schools. 11 
Bird states that listening may be taught as a separate 
unit or C< rrelated with the work in writing or s peaking in 
high scho< 1. £1 Stratton and Freeman in their studies 
described some classroom exercises suitable for use in a 
listening unit and are especially useful when listening is 
taught directly as a separate unit. 21 
Coffrey in preliminary experiments regarding auding 
ability i~dicated (1) that it is not a constant, (2) that it 
Lalla alker , "Nashville Teachers Attack the Problem 
of Li~tening," Education, 75: 345-348, (January , 1955). 
Donald E. Bird, "Bibliography of Selected 1aterials About 
Listening ," Education , 75: 327-331, (January, 1955). 
Ollie Stratton , "Techniques for Literate Listening, 11 
English Journal, 37: 542-544, (December, 1948). 
Freeman, QE• cit., pp . 572-576. 
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can be im>roved, and (3) that its improvement is frequently 
the key t reading, writing, and speaking skills. Listening 
and attenvion are both needed in the auding situation. He 
defines a~ding as the ability to comprehend s poken lang-
uage • .1/ 
According to Duker, much of the expository material 
written apout the teaching of listening dispro~ortionately 
stresses istening for content. He further mentions that 
evaluative and critical listening can only occur if there 
first kas been attentive and retentive listening. £1 
He conclu~es: 
" e need to go on to the teaching of a judgmental 
type of listening. If we do not do this, the 
exerpises of attentive and even retentive listening 
beco~es a very sterile activity of little value 
ei th~r to the individual or to society." 2./ 
Seve~al investigators have prepared lists of critical 
listening abilities. Beery wrote that critical listening 
consists pf: 
.11 
1. ~earning to discount bias of speakers. 
2. ~sking for sources of information. 
3. ~emanding evidence for sta tements made • 
John Coffrey, 11Auding," Review of Educational Research, 
25:121-138, (April, 1955). 
Sam ItuJcer, "Basics in Critical Listening," 
Journal, 51:565-567, (November, 1962). 
English 
2/ Ibid., p. 567. 
~------------------ ~----------------------
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4. learning to reserve judgement in listening to 
different viewpoints in a discussion. 
5 . Vatching for indefinite emotionalized terms. 1/ 
Early includes the following critical listening abilities 
1. ~~e ability to dist~guish between fact and opinion. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
The 
~he ability to distinguish between emotive and 
Ieport language. 
~he ability to detect bias and prejudice . 
~he ability to evaluate a speaker's arguments. 
~~e ability to recognize propaganda . 
fhe ability to draw inferences and make judgments. 
t,he ability to check misinterpretations by asking 
1 roper questions . 
'he ability to detect sales pressure . gj 
ollowing critical listening abilities were chosen 
as essent al by Devine in his study: 
1. '~e ability to recognize the bias of a speaker. 
2. '~e ability to recognize the competence of a speak~ 
o speak about a given subject. 
3. 
4 . 
'fue ability to distinguish between statements of 
fact and statements of opinion. 
~he ability to recognize a speaker's inferences. 
Althe3. Beery, "Listening Activities in the Elementary 
Schoo , " Elementary English, 23: 69-70, (February, 1946). 
Margaret Early, "Suggestions for T.eaching Listening," 
Journal of Education, 137: 17-20, (December, 1954) . 
-
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5. ~~e ability to dis t inguish between emotive and 
1 eport language • .1/ 
To pJomote growth in the above mentioned critical 
listening abilities , Devine constructed and evaluated a 
series of recorded lessons. The results of this study indicate 
growth in critical listening abilities through the directed 
use of th~se lessons. He concludes that critical listening 
can be ta1ght effectively through a direct method . £1 
GoldEn devised lessons on tape for tea ching slow 
learning JUpils. She stated that this media challenges the 
studen t ~d allows the teacher time to gain and use insight 
for better teaching. She further reports t hat lessons on 
tape not <nly have appeal and value, but while they do part 
of the ,te ching , they enable individuals to have a larger 
part of t e real teacher's ti~e all to themselves . 2/ 
In h;r study of the classroom use of the tape-recorder, 
Struglia ~eported that few t eachers used the tape-recorder 
in planne~ activities in listening. The utilization of the 
tape-reco .rder has been concentrated largely on the remedial, 
correctivr level . It is the creative aspect that is being 
Devine, QE. · cit . , p . 1 • 
Ibid. pp . 88-94 . 
Ruth • Golden, "Slow Learners -- Instr uctional Tapes 
and Ilsight," English Journal, 51: 418-420, ( September, 
1962) . 
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neglecte • The tape recorder is an ideal teaching tool 
in introd~cing new experiences and understandings. It 
helps chi dren to improve their listening habits and to 
become mo~e critical in their listening. 1/ 
According to Stratton, a listening lesson using phono-
graph rec)rds is a disappointing experience unless the most 
meticulous preparation has preceded it . £( 
Dow suggested the following activities in the teaching 
of critic~l listening: 
1. Disc.uss the importance of critical listening; 
emphasize the fact that so many groups and so 
~any individuals want us to listen uncritically 
and thereby gain a better control over how we 
think and how we act . 
2 . Ask pupils to list the ways in which persuasive 
materials may be recognized in the oral use 
of language . 
3. Ask pupils to bring in examples of persuasion 
which they have heard on the radio or on the 
public platform, such as high school assemblies . 
4. Ask pupils to list the words to which they 
react most violently, without thinking, when 
they hear them spoken . Here is the nucleus 
for a definition of "danger points" in 
listening. 
5. Ask pupils to write up the misuses of evidence 
which they find in class speeches, or on the 
Edit~ K. Struglia, Using the NJ.agnetic. Tape Recorder 
in Reading , Listening, and Oral Language in the 
Elembntary Class room , Unpublished 1V1aster 1 s Thesis , 
Bostpn University School of Education, 1956 . 
Stra~ton , .Q.£.• cit ., p . 543 . 
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radio , or in assembly talks . 
6 . &s~ pupils to list the persuasive techniques 
~hey hear on the radio in just one day . 
7. ~range to. have pupils present talks which 
misuse or are lacking in the principles of 
logical thinking . 
8 . Ask pupils to report on the use of unethical 
emotional appeal in radio commercials and 
discuss the intended referenc.es that. such 
~ppeals may have had . jJ 
In cpnclusion the writer feels that. teaching students 
to become efficient critical listeners is possible, and is 
a rewarding activity for the English teacher who is con-
cerned with improving the effectiveness of communication . 
ClydE w. Dow, and C. E. Irwin, "How We Teach Listening , " 
Nati1nal Association of Secondary School Principals 
Bull tin, 38 : 137- 139, (January , 1954) . 
.14 
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CHAPTER III 
.PROCEDURE 
1. Tape-Recorded Lessons. 1/-- A series of ten tape-
recorded lessons, each lasting approximately twenty-two 
minutes, one given each day for two weeks, was used. The 
series was so arranged that two lessons were devoted to each 
of five critical listening abilities. In these lessons, con-
structed by Dr. Devine, pupils listened to political speeches, 
radio and television commercials, and discussions of con-
troversial issues taped directly from radio and television; 
they listened to teachers, parents, and students in drama-
tizations prepared by Dr .• Devine. As teacher-narrator, Dr. 
Devine, directed the attention of the pupils to the problems 
involved in each listening situation, explained techniques 
for effective listening, and provided practice in the five 
critical listening abilities. 
2. Response Booklets .-- The pupils responded to the 
instructions in individual Response Booklets which accom-
1 panied each lesson. Each of the students in the experimental 
group had a copy of the Response Booklet which this wri ter 
mimeographed with the permission of Dr. Devine . The Re- I 
sponse Booklet can be found in the Appendix of this paper .£/ I 
Devine, Thomas &., Appendix A, pp. 109-205. 
AnnFmdi x 
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3. Test of Critical Listening Abilities . 11 -- The Test 
of Critical Listening Abilities contained 70 items and took 
46 minutes to administer . 
4. Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test. £1 --
The Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test (Forms A~ and 
BM) was used to test the ability of pupils in both the con-
trol and experimental groups . 
5. Selection of the population. -- Permission was se-
cured in 1furch , 1961 to conduct the experiment in one junior-
high school in a Massachusetts community of 92,107 people , 
within thirty miles of Boston . 
The student population represents a rather restricted 
distribution , and consequently, the validity of the statis-
tical data presented may be affected . The school selected 
is situated in a low socio-economic section of the city and 
there may be reason to believe that the experiment can be 
considered to be biased in the direction of the lower average 
intelligence characteristically observed in such a situation . 
After consulting the principal, the writer chose four 
11 Ibid., Appendix C, pp . 228- 245 . 
James I . Brown and G. Robert Carlsen, Brown-Carlsen 
Listening Comprehension Test, World Book Company, Yonkers-
on-Hudson, New York, 1952. 
16 
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eighth-grade classes in this school. Two of these were ten-
tatively designated Experimental Groups, and two tentatively 
designated Control Groups. The children were placed in both 
Experimental Groups and Control Groups, making the groups 
approximately equal in achievement, ability and age . 
6. Preliminary Testing.-- During the period of prelimi-
nary testing in March, 1961, the following two tests were 
administered by the writer: 
c 1) 
(2) 
Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test. 1/ 
Test of Critical Listening Abilities . £1 
After preliminary testing the four classes were combined, 
and on the basis of the tests and data from cumulative records 
two groups, one Experimental Group and one Control Group were 
formed. They were approximately equal in respect to the 
following variables: 
(1) Chronological age 
( 2) Sex 
(3) Intelligence 
(4) Listening Comprehension 
(5) Critical Listening Abilities 
Thirty-two pupils were eliminated due to incomplete data. 
1/ Brown, James I., and G. Robert Carlsen. 
£1 Devine, Thomas G., App endix C, pp. 228-245 . 
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The statistical data presented in the following chapter are 
figured on the basis of 107 pupils---57 in the Exp erimental 
Group and 50 in the Control Group. 
7. Schedule of- lessons during the study.-- The series 
of ten recorded lessons were scheduled for a two-week period. 
Each of the lessons lasted approximately twenty-two minutes . 
The following plan was used: 
TEN ESSON I N C ITICAL LISTENING 1/ 
Monday 
Lesson 1 
1st Week Recognizing Bias 
IPart I 
Thursday 
Lesson 4 
1st \ eek Recognizing a 
Speaker's Com-
petence 
Part II 
Tuesday 
Lesson 2 
Recognizing Bias 
Part II 
Friday 
Lesson 5 
Recognizing a 
Speaker's 
Inferences 
Eart I 
·wednesday 
Lesson 3 
Recognizing a 
Speaker's Com-
petence 
Part I 
1/ Devine, . Thomas G., Appendix A, pp. 109-205. 
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Lesson 6 Lesson 7 Lesson 8 
2nd Week ecognizing a Distinguishing Distinguishing 
Speaker's Fact from Fact from 
Inferences Opinion Opinion 
Eart II Part I Part II 
Thursday Friday 
Lesson 9 Lesson 10 
2nd Week Distinguishing Distinguishing 
Report from Report from 
Emotive Emotive 
Language Language 
Part I Part II 
8. Preparation:-- During March the writer met with six 
eighth-grade teachers and explained the purpose of the study. 
The following agreement was reached~ 
( 1) Pupils in the Control Group would have no in-
struction in critical listening skills in English or social-
studies classes during the period of the experiment. 
(2) Pupils in the Control Group had no instruction 
in subject matter pertinent to the critical listening lessons 
in science or mathematics classes. 
(3) Eupils in the Control Group were to be told 
that they were assisting in an experiment, that their names 
would not appear publicly, and that their scores on the 
. various tests would not in any way affect their grades. 
19 
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(4) Pupils in the Control Group would continue the 
normal program in writing, gr ammar, and literature during 
the period of the experiment. 
After meetings with the teachers, t h e following infor-
mation was obtained and the following proc edure was estab-
lished with the Experimental Group. 
(1) Pupils in the Experimental Group had had no 
instruction in critical listening skills apart from 
that contained in the lessons during the period of 
the study. 
(2) At the conclusion of each lesson Response 
Booklets were collected and the writer explained 
further discus s ion of the lesson had to be post-
poned until the experiment had ended. 
(3) According to the teachers, no instruction in 
subject matter pertinent to t h e lessons took place 
in social studies, mathematics, or science classes 
during the period of the exp eriment. 
(4) Pupils in the Experimental Group were told that 1 
they were participating in an experiment, that their 
names would not appear publicly, and that their score~ 
on the various tests would not in any way affect 
their grades. 
20 
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The students involved in the experiment reported to the 
school auditorium at the specified time each day, where the 
writer administered the lessons. 
g. Final Testing:-- During the final testing which took 
place the first week of April 1961, two tests were adminis-
tered: 
(1) Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension~· 
(Form BM) 
(2) Devine, Test of Certain Critical List.ening 
Abilities . 
10 . Description of~ Control Group:--
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
There were 50 pupils in the Control Group. 
Pupils in the Control Group were mixed in 
chronological age, sex, and intelligence. 
Pupils in the Control Group remained in their 
classes while the Experimental Group were 
having the tape-recorded lessons. 
(4) Pupils in the ?ontrol Group only took part in 
the preliminary testing and final testing with 
pupils in the Experimental Group. 
11. Description of the Experimental Group:--
I ( 1 ) There were 57 pupils in the Experimental Group. 1 
I 
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I (2) Pupils in the Experimental Group were mixed 
in chronological age, sex, and intelligence. 
(3) Pupils in the Experimental Group reported to 
.I 
the school auditorium each day for two weeks 
'I 
to take part in the tape-recorded lessons. 
(4) Pupils in the Experimental Group were advised 
not to discuss the material in the less.ons 
with members of the Control Group. 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
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CHAPT~R IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This chapter presents the findings from analysis of the 
data resulting from the study. The analysis of data was 
organized to reveal any indication of growth in the critical 
listening abilities developed in the Devine series of re-
corded lessons in grade eight, and to determine their value 
at grade eight. 
The data were analyzed further to discover: 
1 • The effect of training in critical listening upon 
growth in listening comprehension; 
2. Sex differences in critical li~tening; and 
3. The extent of relationship between critical listening 
abilities and the following: 
(a) Intelligence; 
(b) Age; 
(c) Listening Comprehension; 
(d) Reading Comprehension. 
23 
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1. Initial easures --Matching Groups 
During ~arch a battery of two tests 1/ was administered 
to 139 pupils in four eighth-grade classes. From these tests 
data were obtained in the fol l owing areas: 
1. Chronological age. 
2 . Listening Comprehension. 
3. Critical listening abilities. 
Intelligence quotients and reading comprehens ion scores 
were obtained from cumulative records of the pupils. 
I On the basis of these data t wo groups were formed of 
approximate equality in respect to the variables listed above . 
Dur to incomplete data, 32 pupils were eliminated from these 
groups. All statistical data, therefore, are figured on the 
basis of 107 pupils - 57 in the Experimental Group and 50 in 
the Control Group. Tables 1 and 2 present the results of the 
five variables listed above. These tables show that the 
groups are a~proximately equa l Qll the basis of the five 
variables~ 
James I. Brown and G. Robert Carlsen, Brown-Carlsen 
Listening Comprehension Test, World Book Company, 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1955. 
Thomas Devine, Experimental Test of Certain Critical 
Listening Abilities, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
Boston University School of Education, 1961. 
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Comparison of mean chronologica l ages and intelligence 
quotients for the experimental and control groups as of 
1arch, 1961, are presented in Table 1. 
Table 1. Comparisons of Wean Chronological Ages and 
Intelligence Quotients -- March 
Chronological Ages 
in months 
Statistic Experimental Control 
N 57 50 
ean 167.55 166.60 
S.D. 7. 65 8.95 
S.E. 1.01 1. 27 
M 
Diff. .95 
S. E. 1.62 
Diff. 
C .R. .59 
Intelligence Quotients 
Experimental Control 
57 
105.40 
9.40 
1. 25 
1.00 
1.80 
.56 
50 
106.40 
9.10 
1. 29 
The mean chronological age for the experimental group 
is 167.55 months (14 years 0 months) as compared to 166.60 
months for the control group (13 years 11 months). The 
difference between the means is .95 and yields a critical 
ratio of .59 which is not statistically significant at the 
.01 level of significance. 
The mean intelligence quotient for the experimental 
group is 105.40 as compared to 106.40 for the control group • 
. 
The difference between the means is 1.00 and yields a criti-
cal ratio of .56 which is not statistically significant at 
the .01 level of significance. 
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Comparisons of mean scores from the tests of critical 
listening and listening comprehension for the experimental 
and control groups as of ~arch 1961, are presented in Table 2. 
Table 2. Comparisons of Mean Scores from Tests of 
~ ======~=======C=r==i=t=i=c=a=l==L=i=s=t=e=n=i=n~g~,==an~d==L=i=s=t=e=n=i=n~g~C=o=m=p~r=e=h=e=n=s=~=· o=n~ 
1 Critical Listening Listening Comprehension 
::>tat~st~c ~'xper~menta.l uontro.l ~xper~menta.i Control 
N 57 50 57 50 
Mean 29.30 29.30 101.75 1 oo. 10 
s.:p. 6.00 6.40 12. 10 12.25 
S.E. .79 .91 1. 60 1. 62 
M 
Diff. .oo 1. 65 
S.E. 1.22 2 . 28 
Diff. 
C.R. .oo .72 
The difference between the mean scores in the Devine 
Test of Certain Critical Listening Abilities is .00. This 
difference yields no critical ratio. The difference between 
the mean seore.s on the Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension 
Test is 1.65. This yields a critical ratio of .72 which is 
not statistically significant. 
Since from the analysis of the preliminary data the ex-
perimental and control groups are assumed to be of approxi-
mate equality, any differences found at the close of the 
investigation can be attributed in part to the experimental 
factor . In order to evaluate the differences, it was neces-
sary to establish a level at which a difference could be 
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statistically significant . 
In establishing a level of significance the writer has 
been guided by Dr . Devine who uses the . 01 level of signifi-
canoe in his dissertation . 
\ e may $ay , therefore , that because the value of T 
corresponding to a probability of one out of a hundred is 
2. 576 , any difference between the means of the experimental 
and control groups that yields a critical ratio of 2 . 576 or 
more will be interpreted as statistically significant . 
2 . Growth in Critical Listening Abilities . 
A study was made of pupil growth in critical listening 
abilities . A comparison of mean scores on the Devine Test 
of Certain Critical Listening Abilities for the experimental 
and control groups as of April, 1961, is presented in Table 3~ 
Table 3. A Comparison of ~ ean Critical Listening 
Scores -- April. 
Test of Certain Critical Listening Abilities 11--=o-..-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~-=--~~r=~--------Statistic Experimental Control 
N 57 50 
N.ean 37 . 35 32.10 
S . D. 8 . 95 6.35 
S.E . 1. 19 .go 
M 
Diff . 5 . 25 
S . E. 1.49 
Diff . 
C. R. 3 . 55 
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The mean score of 37.35 for the experimental group as 
compared to 32.10 for the control group yields a difference 
of 5.25 in favor of the experimental group. The difference 
shows a critical ratio of 3.55 which is statistically sig-
nificant at the .01 level of significance • 
. The gains for the experimental and control groups of the 
Devine Test of Certain Critical Listening Abilities and the 
difference in mean gains are presented in Table 4. 
Table 4. Gains in Critical Listening and Difference 
in Mean Gains • 
.,.,_. -
Gain for Experimental Group 
i::3tat~st~c March April 
N 
Mean 
S.]). 
S.E. 
M 
Diff. 
S.E. 
Diff. 
C.R. 
Diff. in Gain 
S.E. 
C.R. 
57 
29.30 
6.00 
.79 
8.05 
1.43 
5.63 
57 
37.55 
8.95 
1.19 
5.25 
1. 92 
2.73 
Gain for Control Groun 
March April 
50 50 
29 .30 32 .10 
6.40 6.35 
.91 .go 
Diff. 2.80 
S.E. 1.28 
Diff. 
C.R. 2.19 
An analysis of the difference in mean scores for the 
experimental group shows a gain of 8.05. This yields a 
critical ratio of 5.63 which is statistically significant. 
The difference in means for the control group is 2 .80. 
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This yields a critical ratio of 2.19 which is not statisticaTil~ 
significant. The difference between the mean gains is 5.25. 
This difference yields a critical ratio of 2.73 which is 
statistically significant and in f avor of the experimental 
group. 
3. Growth in Listening Comprehension 
A study was made of pupil growth in listening compre-
hension . A comparison of mean scores on the Brown-Carlsen 
Listening Comprehension Test for the experimental and control 
groups as of April, 1961, is presented in Table 5. 
Table 5. A Comparison of Mean Listening Comprehension 
Test Scores -- April. 
Brown-Carl sen Listening Comprehension Test -- Bm 
::>tatistic Exper1.mental Control 
N 57 50 
Mean 112 105.70 
S. D. 11.75 11.30 
S. E. 1. 56 1.60 
M 
Diff . 6. 30 
S. E. 2.23 
Diff. 
C.R. 2.82 
The mean score of 112 for the experimental group as 
compared to the mean score of 105.70 for the control group 
yields a difference of 6. 30 in favor of the experimental 
group . The -difference shows a critical ratio of 2 . 82 which 
I 
I 
I 
<=) is statistically significant. 
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The gains for the experimental and control groups on the 
Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test and the difference 
in mean gains are presented in Table 6. 
Table 6. Gain in Listening Comprehension and Difference 
in Mean Gains 
Gain for Experimental Group 
otat~st~c - .March ._ Apr~l 
N 
ean 
S.D. 
S.E. 
M 
Diff. 
S.E. 
Diff. 
C.R. 
Diff. in Gain 
S.E. 
G 
C.R. 
I· 
57 
101.75 
12. 10 
1· 60 
57 
112 
10.25 
2.23 
4.60 
11.75 
1.56 
4.65 
3.25 
1. 43 
Gain for Control Group 
March April 
50 50 
100.10 105.70 
12.25 
1. 73 
Diff. 5. 60 
S.E. 2.36 
Diff. 
C.R. 2.37 
11.30 
1.60 
An analysis of the difference in mean scores for the 
experimental group shows a gain of 10.25. This yields a 
critical ratio of 4.60 which is statistically significant. 
The difference in means for t he control group is 5.60. This 
yields a critical ratio of 2.37 which is not statistically 
significant. 
The difference between the mean gains is 4.65. This 
yields a critical ratio of 1.43 which is not statistically 
significant at the established level of significance. 
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4. Sex Differences -- Intelligence Quotients 
and Chronological Ages. 
A comparison of mean intelligence quotients and chrono-
logical ages for boys and girls in the experimental and con-
trol groups is presented in Table 7. 
Table 7. A Comparison of 1ean Intelligence 
Quotients and Chronological Ages 
for Roys and Girls in Both Groups. 
Experimental Group Control Group 
Intelligence Chronologi- lntelligence Chronologi-
1~, ~--~Q,u~o~t~i~en~t~s----+-~ca~l~A~g~e~--------rQ~u~o~t~i~e~n~t~s~--~c~a~l~Ag_e ____ _ 
::>ta-
t is Boys Girls 
N 32 25 
~ean 105.30 106.00 
~.D. 9.05 9.90 
~ . • 1.60 1.98 
M 
Piff. .70 
~ . E . 2~55 
Diff. p.R. • 27 
B.oys Girls 
32 25 
167.30 167.60 
7.50 7.50 
1.33 1.50 
. 30 
2.00 
• 15 
Boys Girls Boys Girls 
24 26 24 26 
105.55 105.25 169.50 164.30 
9.75 8.75 8.40 8.90 
1.99 1. 72 1. 71 1. 73 
• 30 5. 20 
2.63 2.43 
• 11 2.14 
The boys in the experimental group have a mean intelli-
gence quotient of 105.30 as compared to 1.06 for the girls . 
The difference is .70 and yi elds a critical ratio of .27 whim 
is not statistically significant. 
The mean chronological age for the boys in the experi-
mental group is 167 . 30 as compared to 167 . 60 for the girls. 
The difference is . 30 and yields a critical r a tio of . 15 
I') which is not statistically significant. 
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An examination of both intelligence quotients and chrono-
logical ages in this group indicates that boys and girls are 
approximately equal. 
The boys in the control group have a mean intelligence 
quotient of 105.25 compared to 105.55 for the girls. The 
difference is .30 and the critical ratio is .11 which is not 
statistically significant. 
The mean chronological age for the boys in the control 
I group is 169.50 compared to 164.30 for the girls. The dif-
ferenoe is 5.20 and yields a critical ratio of 2 .14 which is 
not statistically significant. 
An examination of both intelligence quotients and chrono-
logical ages in the control group indicates that the boys and 
girls are approximately equal. 
5. Sex Differences in Critical Listening 
A study was made of sex differences in critical listening 
abilities. A comparison of mean scores on the Devine Test of 
Certain Critical Listening Abilities for boys and girls in I 
I 
the experimental and control groups is presented in Table 8. 
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Table 8 . A Comparison of ean C.ritical 
Listening Test Scores for Boys 
and Girls in ~oth Groups . 
Experimental Group Control -Group 
March April March 
ISta-
tis B~ys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls lr-------~--~--~~--~----------~--~--
N 32 25 
~ean 27.50 30 . 60 
S. D. 5 . 65 5.90 
S.E. 1 . 00 1.18 
32 25 
37 . 00 37 . 80 
8 . 10 9 . 85 
1. 43 1.97 
24 26 
30.15 28 . 35 
7. 20 5.10 
1 . 4 7 1 . 00 
April 
Boys Girl 
24 26 I 
I 
32 . 00 31.4 
5.00 7.1 
1.02 1.3 
l 
~~----------------~--------------+---------------~----- -- -
Diff. • 60 
S.E . 1. 72 
Diff . 
C. R. 
3.10 
1.55 
2 . 00 
. 80 
2 . 43 
. 33 
1.80 
1. 78 
1. 01 
__ . 35_i 
The difference between mean critical listening test scores j 
of the boys and girls in the experimental group in arch was 
13 . 10 . This yields a critical ratio of 2.00 which is not 
statistically significant . Both boys and girls showed a gain 
in April . However , the difference in mean scores is .80 in 
favor of the girls. This yields a critical ratio of . 33 which 
is not statistically significant . 
The difference between mean critical listening test scores 
of the boys and girls in the control group in March was 1 . 80 
in favor of the boys. This difference yields a critical ratio 
of 1 . 01 which is not statistically significant. The difference 
in April was .60. This difference yields a critical ratio of 
. 35 which is not statistically significant. 
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6. The Relationship between Critical 
Listening Abilities and Other 
Experimental Variables. 
A study was made of the relationship existing between 
critical listening abilities and other experimental variables. 
Scores on the Devine Test of Certain Critical Listening 
Abilities were correlated with the following: 
1. Chronological age. 
2. Intelligence Quotients 
3. Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test (Form Bm). 
4. Reading Comprehension (Cumulative Records). 
Pearson product moment correlation coefficients were 
calculated by the formula : 11 
11 
r= %-x 'y' - ex cy 
N 
~'x crY 
Henry E. Garrett, Elementary Statistics, David McKay 
Company, Inc., New York, p . 99. 
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The results o:f these computations are presented j_n 
Table 9. 
Table 9. Correlations between Scores on the Devine 
Test of Certain Critical Listening Abilities 
and Sco~es on Other Experimental Variables. 
Critical Listening Test and 
Chronological Age 
Intelligence Quotients 
Brown-Carlsen Listening 
Comprehension Test 
Reading Comprehension 
Group 
Grade 8 
Grade 8 
Grade 8 
Grade 8 
N 
57 
57 
57 
57 
r 
-.14 
.63 
.47 
.59 
The highest degree o:f relationship exists between the 
I 
Devine Test of Certain Critical ListeninB Abilities and 
Intelligence. The lowest degree of relationship exists be-
tween scores on the critical listening test and chronological 
age. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUY~X AND CONCLUSIONS 
The_purpose of this study was to evaluate the Devine 
Series of Tape-Recorded Lessons designed to promote growth 
in critical listening abilities at the eighth-grade level . 
The analysis of data was orga.n.iz.ed to. reveal a:n:y indication 
of growth in these critical listening abilities. 
The data were further analyz.ed to, discover; 1.) the effec1 
of training in critical listening upon growth in listening 
comprehension; 2) sex differences in critical listening 
abilities; and 3) the extent of relationship between critical 
listening, and the following : chronological age , intelligence , 
listening c,o,mprehension, and reading c,omprehension . 
1. Summary of Procedures 
A battery of tests was administered to 139 pupils in 
four eighth-grade classes . The tests administered at this 
time were : 
1., Brown- Carlsen Listenin,g Comprehension Test (Am) . 
2. Devine Test£! Certain Critical Listening Abilities . 
On the basis of the data obtained on these tests, two 
groups of approximate equality were formed.. Due to incomplete 
data, 32 pupils were eliminated. Data, therefore, are figured 
on the basis of 107 pupils -- 57 in the experimental group 
and 50 in the control group . 
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The experiment covered a period of two weeks. During 
this time, pupils in the Experimental Group received in-
struction in critical listening abilities by means of the ten 
recorded lessons. Eupils in the Control Group received no 
instruction in critical listening abilities; they continued 
the usual English program in composition, language and lit-
erature. During the third week two tests were administered: 
the Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test (Bm), and the 
Devine Test of Certain Critical Listening Abilities . At the 
conclusion of the experiment an analysis of data was organized 
in terms of the stated prupose of the study. 
2 . Con.Ciusions 
The conclusions resulting from the analysis of data 
follow: 
1. The recorded lessons are effective in promoting 
growth in critical listening abilities in grade eight. The 
difference in means between the initial and final scores on 
the Devine Test of Certain Critical Listening Abilities for 1 
I 
the control group was 2.80. The critical ratio of 2.19 showed! 
the gain not to be statistically signigicant . The difference 
in means between the initial and final scores for the ex-
perimental group on the same test was 8.05. The critical 
ratio of 5.63 is highly significant. The difference in mean 
gains was 5.25 which yields a critical ratio of 2.73. This 
is statistically significant and in favor of the experimental 
R.:roun 
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2. The recorded lessons are slightly effective in pro-
moting growth in general listening comprehension. The dif-
ference in means betv;een the initial and final scores on the 
Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test. for the control 
group was 5.60. The critical ratio of 2.37 showed the gain 
not to be statistically significant. The difference in means 
between the initial and final scores on the same test for the 
experimental group was 10.25. The critical ratio of 4.60 is 
statistically significant. The difference in mean gains was 
4.65. This yields a critical ratio of 1.43 which is not 
statistically significant at the established level of signifi-
canoe. 
3. Sex differences are not statistically significant on 
either the initial or the final scores on the Devine Test of 
Certain Critical Listening Abilities. The difference between 
means for boys and girls on the initial test in the control 
group was 1.80 in favor of the boys. The critical ratio of 
1.01 is not statistically significant. The difference between 
means on the initial test in the experimental group was 3.10 
in favor of the girls . The critical ratio of 2.00 is not 
statistically significant. 
The difference between means for boys and girls on the 
final test in the control group was .60 in favor of the boys. 
The critical ratio of .35 is not statistically significant . 
The difference between means for boys and girls on the final 
test in the experimental group was .80 in favor of the girls . 
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The critical ratio of .33 is not statistically significant. 
4. The relationships between critical listening abilitie 
and intelligence, listening comprehension, and reading com-
prehension are substantial. The relationship between critical 
listening abilities and chronological age is negligible. 
Scores on the Devine Test of Certain Critical Listening 
Abilities were correlated with : 1) Intelligence Quotients 
and a coefficient of . 63 obtained, 2) Brown-Carlsen Listening 
Comprehension Test_ and a coefficient of .47 obtained, 3) 
Reading Comprehension and a coefficient of .59 obtained. 
These correlations support the belief that there is a 
likeness between tests of critical listening, intelligence, 
listening comprehension and reading comprehension. All of 
these tests involve language comprehension and the interpre-
tation of verbal symbols. 
The relationship between critical listening abilities 
and chronological age is negligible. Scores on the Devine 
Test of Certain Critical Listening Abilities were correlated 
with chronological ages and a correlation coefficient of-.14 
obtained. 
3. Limitations 
There are certain limitations in the materials or design 
of the experiment which affect the conclusions and implication 
at grade eight: 
1. The tape-recorded lessons in critical listening de-
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signed by Dr. Devine were originally prepared for use in 
grade nine. The use of these lessons without modification at 
grade. eight may a cco:unt for lower critical ratios than would 
be possible with modification. 
2 . The material used in the lessons was at times too 
sophisticated for low to average students in grade eight . 
There was difficulty in comprehending the vocabulary used in 
the lessons by some pupils . This may account for the compara-
tively low scores attained on the Devine Test of Certain 
Critical Listening Abilities . 
3~ Only one form of the Devine Test of Certain Critical 
Listening Abilities was available . The same test form was 
administered in both initial and final test batteries. This 
may also account for the gains made by the control group. 
4. The experiment lasted only three weeks. Consequentl~, 
the relatively brief time lapse between the initial and final 
tests may have affected the scores on the final tests. 
5~ Optimum pupil performance was difficult because of 
the controlled experimental situation. The pupils responded 
to the recorded lessons in prepared Response Booklets, but. 
they were not allowed to interrupt the recordings to ask 
questions, discuss the content of the lessons, participate 
in planning related activities, or contribute related written 
work. 
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4. Implications 
The following implications may be drawn from this study: 
1. The Devine Series of Recorded Lessons in tea ching 
critical listening abilities are effective in grade eight. 
This study seems to demonstrate that considerable growth in 
critical listening abilities can be promoted in a relatively 
brief period of time by a series of recorded lessons . 
2 . Critical listening abilities should be taught formall 
to promote growth in these abilities. Incidental learning 
is not sufficient to promote growth in critical listening. 
3. Pupils at all levels of intelligence seem to profit 
from direct instruction in critical listening. Consequently, 
such instruction should not be reserved for the bottom or 
top levels of mental ability . 
4. This study seems to lend weight to the belief that 
pupils in grade eight learn by means of tape-recorded lessons . 
5. This writer agrees with Dr , Devine tha t the series 
of recorded lessons can be ~used in a variety of ways at grade 
eight : 1/ 
a) They may be used by individual pupils who have 
a particular need for or interest in critical 
listening instruction . 
b) They may be used by small groups of pupils who 
have a need for or interest in critical listening 
instructions . 
1/ Devine, p . 97. 
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c) They may be used by an entire class at once . 
They may be used as a basis for class discussion, 
as a unit core around which other activities. are 
centered or as· additional enrichment for a unit. 
6 . This study seems to indicate that the lessons in 
critical listening would be valuable, if modified, at lower 
grade levels than grade eight . 
5 . Suggestions for Further Research 
1. The development and evaluation of other than tape-
recorded lessons in critical listening at other 
grade levels . 
2 . The evaluation of other audio-visual materials for 
use in the teaching of critical listening. 
3. A survey of school systems in which critical 
listening is directly taught. 
4.. A.survey of t h e use of "explosive" and "loaded" 
language in modern times . 
5. A study of modern language and the difficulties 
caused in communication because of it. 
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~jearn:i.ng to Listen Ori ticD.lly 
Name 
-·-· ¥ - -- ·--------
_ _j 
To the Student~ 
Oi' all tho Eubj ec·ts in t~e school cur:t."iculur:t 
listening has p3'obably be-en ·iihe laa£ri; understood end 
the mor:di n0glec-'lied... As pe;ychologiatc; have stud:.!.od 
lta·~eningt howe-v-~n;•, -'Ghvy have lca:!."".at.d a g:ce:.:q; doa:i 
and. are :now le .rl'J.ilig mo.t· ., ~ey have alr . .:dy 
l~;;"".l:'Ued, for o:;; ·!En:te, tha.'t all people do not lis·Go.n 
equally 7ell and the-(; ye ... plc can lea:c."'l'l. ... co 1itJ·cen 
bet·cex.. A·' ·~ho I,Z'es-::n·; till'>Cp psycholo~':tstz ar..J 
a·tudyj.ng T[;ays in rr:J.ich stv.clor.;:ts can 1:! ste:n moz·e 
e.ccu:ca:~:ely and mo:t'e c:."Zec ·civel~~ .. 
l'h.u:·:"ug "'·he nex-'~ :r.~w clasg peiriods, you a.:<;<e goi:'l6 
to ,~.J<:l:~·~icipr~te in a""1 e;;:) Jrin:ent.o Vfo a,y·e ·a:::yh~.s to 
dif;ccv·er if' eoco:nrln.:r-- school s·tude:a:!ir;: cs.n lca:o:u tl:e 
moct · :tfi'icu.l·ii kind of 1istel'lill0 of all -- c:r.:. t=..os.l 
lis·t€;ning _..,.. by means of tape !'eco::-rled lescons<-
EaclJ. dey rcccz·ded lessons v:ill ~e played dur::ng 
thi.: claGs .. criod., A'-1 you listen to these leeool1El 11 
you will r ... spon6. to m.-'lll..Y epeakozoa ~ nd ·i.;h.e -'ljhings ·. ~uy 
sa.y i 1 ·this Ilrui.e9~.2..~ ~o~;J.~.:£z .. 
truce 
w.i.ll 
mv.ch 
ft. t the ~nd of thie aer··.es of' · .eeson~ ll yov. Vtil:~ 
a tes~~ iu cri ·~:i.ca.l li~r~ening u.-n.d ;;ot'i.:C score 
be COi').pa.z•eCI. ·(io acoJ.~ss en otho:~." ·i;ea·t;a to see hoi.cJ 
you have profite from these leosocse 
Tho!ilas Devine 
School of Ed~cation 
Boston tJn.ive!'Si't:y 
I 
t 
t 
I 
' 1 
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I 
fi 
Bill - "You Iarm·t have bw:·ned a ... usc somewhere~ 
yov., I lilouldn.'t. drive that car home n 
Jo:m. - nP:nc J.i·iitl.e ex:)lOl.:J:..cn blow tile dir'l"i. out., 
be all r·igb:~. no\,~ It 
Who knowa mora about go1 e1•nmont spen<1ing? 
2nd. Speaker: Senator Y 
B~.lly Sm:l. th '!.:-!·~ .,.. 
--
ts:tl);uth ca"l lH .. J.~l.spcd, atv.tte:t:et9,,. or twe.nged 
th:"C'ough. ·the :nose jus·t as 'f;.;'fi'ecti,tely ae ::. ;; <:r.m \)c 
molded by a r~Efil:!.ou.lous Harvard or· O:r::f::ol'd tone;u.c. 
!"t co.n 'bo ndsp:conotwtced.(> J.t may be mtgramma·~5.ce,l., 
·\ibeth . .~.~ it comer; in a 1?atin caae or e. PB1H}r bD.g J.s 
a ma"'c;tc,z· ol no ::.m~JOl'"tal'ICf!. 1 
Some s .... eakerD are n.t':r. .. e co _ eton·i; to sseak about e. 
subj oct bec~n se they have studied it .. 
2) So.me s:peake:ra f\..2:'0 !Jo~;;·e competa.n·~ to s.;}euk about a 
oubj ec·ii: beoa.u.so ·tnoy F;,.l'(;l in <l!' l:r.a.ve 'boen in e. 
poei t::lo;.'!. to ib··~a:ln mo:r;:e infox'l1.1Ution. 
3:. We e .... oulCL."'l' .. li be :fooled by acc"3:rrta and tll.e UB~ of 
English. Just because a speaker baa a beat"..tifult 
accent &..nd epealm flz.wleiJsly do-Js not rtlt~an that 
what he cays ia t:rue., 
-1-
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f 
.. 
T"no abiJ.i t.1 ·~o :.·t~cognize r!egrees of coz:.petl"nce OI' c::s:cpertncs~ 
aa.ong Ei p co..ko:~o • 
l,. Some peopl-e kn.ow :wore than other~ about ., aubj·ect. 
2. The b1ow ~ore bcoausG they have 3tudied it~ o~ 
becuuse hl1ey :u·e in or have b~en in a . .-osi tio.n tok. 
obt::.d:u '-~ore 5.nlorzaation6 
3. \.c >JUSt net bn t.isled by bcrru-'G:L.'t~l ecoents and 
peri'e•:3t .t~)lgl:i.sh. A. s.peakor cnr.t l:te or misleed uf-l 
in ghod ~'nglish e.s weJ.: ao poor. 
Rea'->O"lt:."-1 for accepting Sen<:.ior lJo.vit> as nn authority on 
.Americc.n. education <'.nd So~·.:.et education: 
1. Senator na-v5.F hr:.s read o.rticles a.bo-:.d; thf~ au.bject 
in Lo.~~J; Ji1.:3.r.::'=>.z:.:.le. (Good_ -~- ~Pai:r. __ .1-'oor ) 
2 ~ He; ha1='1 al::Jc x·...., ... ~6. r.1any articles on the subject :ln 
n,.:we )~:per3. (Good_ I'air ,J:oor. ) 
.t'oor ' 
- -~-' 
t':-i. He i:Jpe81~a i'l<A.ently tm.-:1 well on this subjecto 
fG0od Fair Poor ) 
" ........-.. ~-.. _..__,,._,.,. .....,. 
IH .. ~asm:>.s fcx~ accepting S.en.v.tor Puller av an authcri ty on 
.~t.rt;.e:::>:lc<:lll ~;;ducat.Lo:u anrl. Sov:i.0t ed·v.catj.on; 
1. Sn.n.a.tor Fullsl' ':tisite-...' Sovte·t schools last year. ( {(uod_._....;...._ Fair. ___ l?oor ___ ) 
3. He s :;ems to hel:i.eve :t:~~ tho iL!:re:.:-:.cau philosophy of 
education fo~ nll children. 
( G od_. ________ Pair _____ ~ocr \ -~-·-..- -·~--- ...---·---~ 
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1. The rE: bel anw retrca ted I'LL,.>:> idly. 
2. The re bt).':. e..rl..y ret.i red br:i.skly. 
beside vwrd with unfmmrf.!.ble co:unotc.tion: 
1. c l'f';j (.1 J l' 
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1 Thin 
f.rrvoruble .... u..lll"e.vorable 
11 slehd.er 1 ·u skinny 11 
5. 
6. 
"? ; .. 
8 .. 
- ~-.........---- --
halitosis 
br-d bronth 
spit 
--
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e:x_1eato1ate -·----
e~ ... nitary ru.lginc.;er __ 
;a rb?..ge C\lL'tootor __ _ 
'l~.ndertt'l• r 
.~.- orticim .. 
<irunk 
inebriated 
fa.vorable 
"ohubby 11 
.............. 
·-., ..... 
v..nfavorable 
n fa."'G 11 
~.ords ·to be glE:.ced in chart: ( 1) 'v'lOw<m~ da!le, lady 
(2) senator, st[l.tesJta:;.'1 11 polit~.cirm (3) actor~ artis·t, haJ.li 
- ,_ 
,--·1 
.. -~~ J 
1. liter Congresal.le.n .Phillil>S had wa ....... eo. .., 1 ch time as 
he could waste. he finall'r stWJble 1 "rough hie 
pecoh. (:Bi~se:'J. :for __ ... Biased ag~inst J 
2. After Oong2:'es.eru9Jl J:hj .. lljJ.s ·;~1ghed ~Vdlzy" aepe: t of ·t;he 
iruportan t co:n.t ovGrsy, h r. o.(;rcd h.:. n:.o.mcntous 
decieion. (Biased for Biased geinat ) 
.... .,._...........,__ 
~. llan.nJr1 a e' ea oo·verl brightly e.c:rosa the room uutil. he . 
located hin f'~iu:rJ.d (1 ·&sed £or _.. ..... 'Biased ago.i11Bt_; 
~~ s sh~fty eyes duri;od su:a.picl.ousJ.y around the 
room until lH~ looa.te.C. his a!!oomp1ice;. 
(ll::.aaed fo.,.• -·--- Biasod against:~-) 
2-t The embassy ot:fi oial :rei'uo ad to a.dnli t his guf..l:t e 
(Bie.sed for __ J3j.abt'd a.gaintr( ___ ~v ) 
The ambas~y o:f:fic:ial ootU"ageouaJ.y I.Ja:tntain.ad hio 
innocence., (B;i.ase<l. ft>r _ .... _ :SiD.sed aga:::-wt __ ) 
U'o Ho:r:old Kane, well Jmovm in l'.V.<1ing ai t-cles 9 wat ,~slr.ed 
·to comn.eut about rece:n.t: events by local a.uthorit:tes o 
t,.'B:tased .for Biased a2~J.:5.nst ) 
.............. ._, tS,.._..'fl............,.G 
BittBed i'Ol" against Bias so :.f.' or .a.ga3.nst 
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ware charaoiJer:izc.:!d b;y a m.ast;ar:ful Wld.Sl"trtandin.g of 
conven:tion a tr~·. ~ £:gi es .. 
2o Senato:r K$!r.tneo.y P..nd his highly pa:i.d circle of 
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T'"b.e V<)lksv.rage:n if!. ~l beautiful lo ol-d.:n.g car. 
The Vo J.lr£Jvn~gen ts f~~ s:moot;h ridi::.1g 
!ffi1 ,.,, 
~.!..:..0 1;r o lln~wag ex~ iF~ r:n eoononi.c cc.z-
Jane is a ver~-r gov~ loo!.-:ing gi:el. 
tTane is a 'FC~"Jl- populsr girl .. 
,....,..,.,. 
'~...•"'-'!, .. \. .... 
to operate .. 
J-.[UJ.e :LS ~t:t~~~ 1;eert Ct~ .. ~essed gi:rl j.n b.C~!.rc CJ~£tSS~ 
-~~ 
-"l.M.--......--. 
I!Uio...,_.,.,.., 
2.. O.t.d:(do.n Sta.tcn:e:nt: ''~l~h:.) Ciadi.1l::.:.c ::i.s ·t;he r.u);:::;t lu.:;ru:eiow~ 
Ctt:r~ J>:r·o d1.lCeti. in J\.n;.,.;r:t.cE~i. n 
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115£!12 fi.e1Jdl.<?.Y. ha3 ::omc ve"J.'Y Iv.r~n.y 3'~8.1.138 .. 11 {No-~ice 
tha;c t.c.c ~.l jeake!"' new offers a factuF: l stat em·~ r·: as 
a speci::'j_c .. exat~ple of what sluiliiea:illj1)y l!fimiiy.11 ) 
n1 ... , ~ s go·!; some pr.:li.:ty corny scenes." {.Again she 
offc1"tJ a fn.t-:tu;:..;l ota·tement to aho'.'' 1Nhat she means 
by 11 CO!'ny 7i)~·----·-·---~ 
Fact 2~ 
Opinion--:-::_ 
[--~-c. ·--·~-~~ -, Laoaon Sc~en . I -----·-·~-~---····j 
A:n automobi10 d.th a doctor~ s in€i:i.en_ia is pn:.:-2':ec1 :i_n 
front o:r the Smith hom~e~ ·-·-~,.-Someone in the Smith :tami.ly mus; be i11., ·-·· -· 
fl ~~here is a g::coa·il deal o:f v.•hiop,:.rJ.ng going 'm in th:i.a 
room. .. 11 
a 11hl!l ch:Llc:re~.:. e.:r."0n ~ t '.·mrkj.ng bcca.v.se they h.avc.::n ~ t 
enongh to l::eop them bu.sy., 11 
nTl".leso c!rildz·en need moj.:'C cb:'ill f.!.rd bus~}' worko n 
.....--.. -· .. -~ .. --...---... ~--.. ...._...._,_ 
---... -· ··~-- .. - ,.-----··---
A statement o:f. 1ao ... c can "ue verifj_ed ( chec}:ec1.) ,, 
Factu.e,l statements az·~ ba::;r~d-u.'non so.neone~ c cctnaJ. 
O h...,.,,,;->,.,.~t·lo·"".::' J< -,.,..,,,,.)1 • !\ lJ1:• .,- -r~"y~~,-1 ,:-;•r.-t:· .. ·,~n i""'·"C'~-; .,..._,. ,._,~J.;J, ....... • Q ~ ~)J o .. :.;t..t\,.~~ .. .., • --•v v\,;.r ••. L ... o- .... V• v \.'.0..-. v 9• v~ , .......... } 
1.s 79 degreec. "·-- ·-· - · 
2o A sta.tement of opin~_on cam1o·ti be ··rerj,:ficd, Tb.:Lo ~.s 
en e1:press:ton of fo .:))_j.nr;;Sa ~ A~~S::.!llil-2.: '<i.: t is a 
beautiful do.y .. n 
An inferm.1ce i"' a ;~v.1~ss ~;_>,b(JU"t th0 m1Y.ncwn me.d0 on 
the l>ar~~~l:-i cf the kr10:li'17 .t!:xc:JmoJ.~ ~ 11 ~ie will have 
b~Ja.uti:ft'.l t'Jca·c~.wr -~omo:<:row, ,,----· 
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lt i.E! a c1oud.y d2y c 
The:t.•e s.ro 3 fi::r~eJnen 
r::lii;tir.tg outsii.:-.:: tho 
fire station readinG 
l"l~S"D8.'00l"'O G '~"0""'-:.... ;fl .. , •. ~+ 7 ' 0 t l;J,o •!" 
-<..£.. ..,. .,., •.•• ~.!.<;.. .... .\,t - ..... '~ 
" " 
fiJ..~e a.t; this rwrnen·t. ~,~'le-t; 
ll'ir·~raen a:ra lar.;y cr~1e.. tu:i:'~HJ 
who r:li'C uro1.J.:nd all day., Fac·t.i 
O_r.;1:n.ton 
0J;in:i.o::1 
Opinion. 
Bill b.~:.o boe::! '!.:o evr:::ry b.s~nd J:•eheax·oal ·iJ:ht~ year., 
B:i.ll 'rdll no·i; miol:l tomorrou~s 'be.:.d J."-Bh(;.arsal.,· 
'Mti'.I'~f A:m1 htl3 !10\r"GT been late for school e 
r~jaz•y l':.t:~.n. w:U.l not 'be ·~r::U:-'Cj" ·~.~hi·· l'H.Wk a 
Davo •,v.:D.l 'be acceptc:H~. by lla:r.·va:: YJ'hotl he appli 
Dav·e haG. :-10ver roco:i.vod. loGs ·th~.l e.. ~~~su since 
he e:o:tc3:toc1 h5.gh school" 
We lu::.vo nover lu~d c. fi:.. .. e in this school., 
We~ wi.11 ne-vor ha\l(: t~ :fii:'e i11 thio scbooll 
1'lle USSR ha.s neve:>'.> attnc:.:cd the U.S., 
The USf.:iR ?rill nevor a:tt:;c~:-: ·tho Uo S. 
I don! t ho;ve to vmr--ry ~·.bou:c buy7.ng school 
insuranceo 
I 1 ve beou going ·to school for 9 yca:c::; no·e a;.'Hl 
1 'vo nerver had e.l':l. e.nctdc:a. to 
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_.,..,_ 
1i.y li t·~le John::.':W h:::.s nev·or l"lroke:n. a. winc.tow 
in this noighborhood.o 
My little Johnny w:tll 1H:YVe1~ break a. window 
in this neighborhoodo 
Seno Arm1n.""us·ter hasn't been accused of gl"s..ft "--·~--·-"' 
Sen. Armbruster 'v7il1 never telc:e a bribe. 
-~.~· 
9. Thouaa:n.ds of people have St",:tcm our candy 
wi ·thout bming poisol'J.Gd.o 
Ou:.~ candy will r~ot poison e..n~rone .. 
~-, ... ._: ...... _ 
10. Our t~am has vron tho r0gional ch.f:Jl1l)ionship 
e·vers year for the p<:.t::rii ten yeuro.. ___ _ 
Our· tea1n w:l.ll wi.n "Gh.e champi.onsh:i.p ·this yea:r. ....... __ _ 
Senato:r Aru.'b:custel"' wi:tl nave·· te.ke a ln•ilJeG 
Our candy vri11 not poie n ru:lyont!. 
Our eam will Vlin the championship "this year,. 
\"iha:'c tense? 
-~~,..~--,.,.,. . . ~ • ..,~.----.......--..'-""._.,~ ..... u~~.......,.,..-A-........,t~.-a-~a~~ ... ...,...~ .. ~ 
1 o 1 Taceived a11 "A" :tn the algebra course. 
; .. 
1 always did nAn r.·o.rk :J.n math in jx•.high. 
I will do 11A" worir in ·10-th grade gco:mct:::•y., 
1 am a ,good ma:ch r~'tudento 
Susan refused ·to go "to ·the j:rQ lltgh dfl...:tlce. 
J'anet a aid she v:us buoy whon I a.Dk0d h01 .. ,. 
r' 11 :never get a do9.te for the P.:t.•om~ 
I am not very popular wi"'Gh g:i.l"'10 .. 
Se11 .. X vot;ecl ngainst the CiYil Righ·~s Bill .. 
Sen .. X doern1, t VlEmii ITee;:roes to ge·t. ahe~\do~ 
Sm1,. X aencls his c.a:tldren to a r.:sogrega.ted 
school.~ 
Son,. X will never 'be el(-)C1'iec1 preo:lcien"t" 
4.. I am in ·~ip-·cop condi t:io:n. 
I ha.ve:tl ~ t been ill sin.ce J:. was in 
kindf)rgar-:.; on., 
When 1 was fov.r, I had the meaoleav 
I don't noed Blue Croas., 
5 ~ J:·t v1e..a hot and htuuid all day yesterday o ----
I·c rained all da;J ·today. __ 
New England haa terrible weather, -~-.. -
~\h.ae weather will probably be worse tomorrow·~~--
- 13-
~ 1 .. Fa.c·c ~~M1ot:til Opinion ...... tl!l:%::)o~""'!'CI Infe:i:enc~ 2. 1!t~W1'i Opinion I:n.ference -~ 3. l1""act ---~">llt:!.r::::. O-oinj.m.1 ~~.1)~- Inference -...,~ .... 
4o Ji1act 
.:.r.~~ Opin:i.on 
jf..........,,......,.._.... 
I:nfers11ce --
,;:. Fac·t -~~- Opinion ~~--· lnfa:renca ---,, " -~-..-~ 6. Fact Opinion ··tol!"~ Inference -
o.:r----~ .....:»~~ 
-7o Fact V' __ ,_ Opinion 
-~---
Inference 
-~ 8o Jl'act 
.. ~ ................. -
Opi!lion 
~~ 
Infe::ce:nce 
----9o Fi:w·t ~~-- O.pinion 
---
Inferexwe 
~-·~·zva::o 
10 .. Fact 
.,_.__ Opinion 
-
Inference 
...... ~,..;a ... ..,.. 
~'11'rer.:th o:r'&'lge juice comos only in the round pe,cltage"' 
It giYes 1!.11 the flavor •.• lk11 "che health.. Mother XIT~Lture ~ e 
O,l"m pe.ckage J.ocks in 0very b:i.t of goodness and health of 
fresh o1"a11ges and car:f'ies it pu:ra and untouched to your 
ta'blaon 
1" :Eddy was ix:~, trouble with the pollee when he was in 
grade schoo1o He was taken to the police atat:to:a. 3 times 
fo:t• :ringing i:n fir.:~ alarms when he 'Was in the 6th g:rade" 
\'i'l1.en he was in -t;he '7th grade, he was caught trying to "' 
steal a car .. He'll wind up in prison before he's old enough 
to '~ro·!;e" 
2., &.e.ry will be a great ouccoss in life~ She is president 
of her cla.sss 'in htgh ·chc-ol ~ She ia a membe:r of six 
sorori t:i.es. She ha.e macle the honor roll every ye:::.r since 
she en:~ered junior high :.:lchool .. 
3. ThiB city mu.st have a sales tax ·to fJ'u.rvive. The 
prope:rt~ tax has , :c•isen every -:1·ear' since 1945.. 1 t is now 
$"100o !'his :meant:: that ! must pay the bn.nk more than a 
thousand dollars a year extra. fol"' ·taxes. L..ant property 
owners are .w.oving ou-'c of the ci iiye 
4., The principal of a high school i:n California just 
completed a stu.dy of. failing atu.derrt;s~ He discovered tha't 
90 per cent <.):f the boys who were getting ])' s and .6~ a ovmed 
ca:re.,. Only 10 per cent of the honor roll students had cars., 
Perhaps if our fail:tng stu.den .. lia had thcil' cars taken away 0 
their gx·a.des would go u.p o 
5o s~.lly's mother won't let hel" talk to boys on the 
telephG.neo She hem1~ t had a single date all year., \';hen 
boys call Sally, her mother hangs up o:n theme. Se.lly will 
never get a. chance to go ou'i:i with a boy ·ru""l·til she J.ea.ves 
horaeo 
, 
Viho 
l'llo;f<-&.1" ... -~ ..... ,. Qltl.h.~ ... ~-·7.-ol_.. ... 'u..~fMIIQ~--·--"8~ .. ,~"~( 
I J.!OtlGC1l !'llino ~ ~ · ..,.,.. .. J,.,o:_....,.._u.~'Kr'~ .. -f;"_'""'-:~~--~wKrtsw~~~ 
l"..- .... £1o'l'·J.,., 0. ·;''!!'' J. ... 'j., Q .... - ·- C..J w' 
Bo.dy YFat:.~ :.t:n "..;:-:>oub1c \7i'lih ·the po:t:tcr: 1:::hm. he wes :m g:ra.d.e 
........ hcol ?.t;:. .. w·..,-:: ·::1"37:·:· . ..-l-) +n +},,.~ ~o·t-i ·~r.:- ""'tn+:·io"'l ·.z ~··t·'""<:''"' .r•o.,.. ll.')'i'..;:A, ... ,J\ o J...~~ .~QL~ \r .. .;..~, .... ~ v- v -""" ;::- .._ ... _.t:.;\., S-:1 '".Av .. - l.. .;I v .... ~'"'\""~ ._/.,.. ...\. 
rin.gi:ilg in :.fi·.t.:>e a1~.~:::~;.:o wh.e:n. ho Wh\8 in ·(ihe G·ch gradeo 
rfhGrl he we.r3 i:n tile 7-;;h grade}' he v::aa caug:b.:t; ·tcying to s-t.e; 
a cr.•.1~ ~ He ~ 11 v1:i.:nd u.:p in px•ison bofo:r·o iH~, s old em 'i.lCh 
·to "to·{;~,. 
.Placo .:.t. chec}.t l)ee:tdc the t:i 'ttl~~tions in 
rmt to f:Lnd revo:r·t lai::.gu.a.ge., 
1: Ooe.,ch B~t"OVJn is gi vj.ng e. 11 pe:p ts.lk" 
'br:rtwee:n ·c:~H: hal·vcs o ~15-
Tllt:J.'l;y ) 
~.-'Jh:ich ona is more 
--
0_ 
2., .. :('o 1?n,:; .. "ker· is itLscv..Gsin.g the il..raerican Revolution 
·v·.th hh1 Amer:i.ce.:n 1'l..is·iiory cJ.ass., ~,;;;.;.;;:;;.;;.,;:~ 
3<) !.': :::>fes~::1or JJe:vis is c.:::.tp1ain1ng tho mo1c~cula:t• structure 
c 1 the recently diD covered pla::J'l.;ic to hts collc:.;a.gu.ee., 
4tt s( :~ J.tOI' SaJ.to.nstnll :'.B fJ,ddrE.H::s:Lng a ga.thert:ng of 
·(;L t Young :FtepubJ.:Lom1 Club two \.veeks bcfo:r-e "'che 
ca.. t; air'.!Jh l '-" ~'-':'lo...".r.r.;: ,•Ch":'t.:r-
J.?:lc ,·1• Ce.~~t~r.o ;:..;poak:3 to 5000 Cubr::u·:u3 
:p~;.J.•. 'J. bm:rt ~~·y-~,.nkeo 1mperial:i.F3:m.,. n 
j.:n. e. bas c be..ll 
ThG T.'-"~.nc:tpaJ. of the school tells a. pa:~ent-teachsz·s 
g:rou.r; ~ ·:,o1.1t thiJ .:_1lar..o foz• the new hi~;h sohoo1 
bu.:i.lC :.. t .{; _, -·-~w·-· 
.11 So-v:i.,, ; 1·:Jo.<le:;. .. te1lc a lg~t"ge g:roup o:f Yisi ting 
COl:!iillt..n::.:i. ~ 1;8 i;"rhg·t the Soviet; f30oiety of ·the f1.:r~u:re 
';';ill be .Hce .. 
9.. ~b .. "s.. Sm:· ·;h. ie -'co11in.g t.~lre .. ~Jon~H3 about the wo:n.de~)1:fu.1 
ba;~."'gs.:i.nc she found tha:~ e.f't ·S!'l10t"i1! :i.n F:tlc:m.e' s 
bnsement , 
10 .. Sally dG I·::::t.'ibGrJ he:.r 110'.7 boy f':rielld to her rive.l .. 
Hfiepm:.~"'vs o. '.hero to the :fol:towi1:1g !·ules:: fil"st, thmy 
t:l!'~; capable o~' VGI'if:\.cation; :::wcond, t~hey (:Xclv.de, ao :f.'ar 
as :o.oesibJ.e~ jHlgments! j.n.fe:rcnces,.. a.n.d the \me o:f 
Jloc.;ded 1 wo:-cd.s I 0 
1 • Repo;:·-G 
--·~-JIU . ·-~-...  
l~moti·\Te 
C~&u£•"""""'~~ ........ 
2. Re_port 
~~~ • • . t•~:;a:u:,.u...,-.x~ 
Bmoti"'!e 
--~ ... ,..~~~-~ 
3. Report ~~- l:>-1'$_.,'t~i;UJ E"lllotive ~--~:.J.-~ 
-16-
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1. Repox•tfJ from o1.:~r labo:ro.tori~r; inc1icate that the 
Chemical :i...ng:t>edicnts baing v..scd 1.Jy mos·i.; lips·tick 
me:u~u:.tactu.re:;."s to obte.:!.11 oort:a:Ln ohadon of color a:..~o 
capable of cau.si:'!.g ca:nco:r· .:.~:~ J.a1)o:ce:tox'Jr :rn.te" 
{Fact Ou~J:lion Infe:s:•encG ) 2. w·e 
believe-that th:ts :tt;l ..... a -ate:r.:i.ov.s I!latte3'"\7£icll ohould be 
bro" ,.,.,t to tha <:'lt+~~..,.--·l o-• o ·'·' ~11 ···o~ll~n ( 1:-t~~c·J-~..&. ~ <a. ...- ._.~\1 .. - J . .,_ .1. ~ ....... ._.. . Jj Aa..'V e -tJ:, V 
Opin:lon ----- IiJ.fc:.:."enco _ ... ~) 3., Ot:.:c report-~.....,i~"""r""'idica.tc 
that ... choso chem:lcu.l ingrcd5.ents f.'.. .. o pi:'osen·t ·in lips·ticks 
produced by msa.jor .fl.m0:rj.c!M.n pToduce~ce. (Fact 
O!')in:ton 1.:n;r or~n~e ) ---
-.-< ~ ~~
What :ts: the purpose of thia talk? 
:eo cor~1n.m.icr;:;e in:ro:rzuo.t:lon. 
To a.r·)ur~e emotio11s of l:i.G'Gc~ne'i-s'"" 
----
I:-J ·the to:ne emotionP.l ox· unerao:~:~onel? 
Emotional Unemotion~l 
.§.~C12!l~t .§.P..!!~l: 
1. Ridiculous. (.:·r.~c--li Onil·.lion Inference ) 
2. Absolute nonseY.:r-J :;. -u'a ·~ - o'U:info.n --
Inference __ J 3. ! neve:-:> hoaFci such nribbie-·:l.n my 111'~ 
(Fact ~~-·-- Opinion ....... _ In:f~n~~mcc ___ .) 4. Washington 
is filled wi-~h a ho.,.'de of idiots e.nd ... chey 1 ro all ;orking 
for th Dcp::u:··tment of Health, .~clucatio:n, and \'ieli'a . .>e. 
(Fact -· _ Opinion • -· Inf'e:rcnae } 5. l hope thai 
no Junel"'ican wo:u m wlll bcli ve .. ch~.s nons nae. (l?ac i; 
Opin:l.oll ___ lzlference ___ .) 6. Do :rou think wet d-fit" 
~ product o:f ou.J."'S go out on the ma,:!:'ket :_1.f it we::co d .,\ '"•e:roue 
( Fac"'v Op'L"'lio:;..'l In f. .::rc·1cr:.. ) 
--~ .................. ~
What is ·tha pu:r.pos , of ·i;l.·da ·i;all!:? 
To communicate infolma:tion 
To a:.rcuso emo·tione in listeners __ _ 
Is ·lihe tone omotione.l or unemo·tionul? 
lt;mo tional Unemotional ---------
-17-
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. 
~-·-- • Rope rt-i;rulgue.gc o·-·"-~---,. ~ ----·-ErriY&I;;o--:L~ill'Zfucite~--l 
. ~-- Pv.rpose ·:-~-~·~=~~~a·t: ~~ .. - --·~-;~~:::·:.~-~--,_~·-·--- i. 
information or j_dec.s ~.· 
2. GeLeral tone is tmemotione..l 2. General tone ie i 
3 o f·laclt) Up of U.:JU9,lly :fac·~ual 
stat ,men·i;s. 
4. Uses few ox .:10 inferences o:. 
opinion st:...;~e:net.J.ts. 
Avoids loaded o:t> e:motionf~lly ! 
3. r~~ede up usually of 
El..nd 
4. Uses few O? no 
J.oe,dod OX' 
~motionally che.rg cl wcrdso cha::·ged. uords o ; 
.... ____ ,._.. ____ ....... --· Ll··-------·--... L -~------· 
fib 
police officer 
custodian 
sanitary engineer 
slender 
_E.avorabJc 
1 o T".ae :.:>c1Jc1 o.::my 
:ce·ti~:-od bl•ickly Q 
2. Ka:ae . weJ..l l:.. ... own 
in xoacing circleo 
was qu.eotim:1ed by 
.• ~- ..,,_,_ ,.. ---~ ... :,. .. , 1":\el 
GU..li.LJ.V.:. '"'- "'~- .... • v 
3.. 0}.1 a10ry wa..-l!ed 
on hi""'h. 
lie 
cop o::" :?1a.i;f'oo.t jani.tor 
garbage man. 
skinny 
~1!07.~ 
1 • ~r'l.e xebol army 
:retreated rapidly 
2o Ke .. na, the noto:r:>iou:J 
gambler, 1:tres g1•ill0d 
by the pol:lce 
3. The piece of colo:rod 
cl ·th i'll.tttereO. in the 
breeze~ 
-"18-
, 
I 
I- slnk 
..,...,._, .. """"""IIC\f-
2 .. riloth{-:r 
3. +yp, ... W.~"i te-::;··-··-". '"""' ~ ..... .i.. ftolltOI~-M 4-., COXi'll'lJlJXliS t 
~ ................. 5. Amer:;.~~""l 
---
6. 
7 .. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
6., 
'7 .. 
8. 
9 .. 
'iO. 
cbe.:i.r 
pencil ~':'1'~ 
B:tble · ............... ~ 
~ ..... ~ .. 
cm.r 
school ...... ... "''lto~llo 
--.. ................. 
I. Sena.to:r o. i Ul"gi:a.g his cmu.rl;:ttuezl·~o to re·turn h:lu 
·\-o the Sana:iiee R~;port Emo·tive 
~----»'iooiUII 
2. l1.:r. ?G~ a u.ood CD.T se.lesm.an, :ts telling B:tll Brown. 
s.bou t a gref.!;{; C0!1Yer-'cibl0 on. sale :for only eight 
hl..mc"~red dollax·s ~ Reno:•.:-i; Emot:tv·e £:' _ .... __ It ~----
3. Jhll ~ .. f.l telling h:\ ~; f:t•:tca.d. Sa.rJ how ·~;o opr-,:r2i; a cer vii th 
s t~J.dard trnnr:l.m:i.r::H.:. ion., 
4. .A ·~elev:tsio:n C-trJ.!'lOtU:Oel" is <.leocrj.'b:i.ug a br2.l1d of 
tocrthpaste. Repor·i; ----· .:.ia.'llotiYe __ _ 
5. Robert l':t~oe.t j.rJ :r.•eading one of his poems to an. ini'ol"mal 
gathe:rin::; of :::oJ.lege stude~a.ts" 
Report -·- .i!1m.otj:v·e __ 
·1. J\.:n. Englj.sh teacher reads a ehol't story 'by Edgal" Allen 
l'oe to her .Bngliah class., 
2~ A d:i.sting1..1.ishcd educatol'" del:tve~rs the Commencement 
Address at a college. 
3.. A .famous polj:tica1 figure gives the "Key Note Speech" 
£:-lt a _polj:~ioal conventiono 
4 ~ ~rae aales :ma."lage:r· adct..:·esses all ·the salesm1:ln in his 
dist:r•ict .. 
~19-
r -
Doos the r-JneakE".n ... L."'llow whe:t J.J.e' s te.lk:i.ng aholr"ti? 
{Has he oi'f'e::::-od ~u2y i.n:for.wa.t:.i.on. s .. bout his bnckg:!'cUl'l.g? 
Is ho e.n fJ~:nerJG in ·(jhis fieJ.d'? Does he 1'2le~m to ha:ve 
~:J"T'Ir C"{'Q0"i •:• "; ~ ( H~ •i ·1 f'·j A':) -l•·lon~ i•r. ~·1 r.• '"''lf'l<"' t'l--d <~ 0' 1 }> -i. 0 n·r.·~ '; a,..l.:.t;• t= .. td ._,_!....r ....... ~····,.,t ... ._3,.._ •• -..z ... v~ V•h ... J :.sv l.t:~·~vv ... -o u .. ...-J.o~ rtJ~ .... r.J'W' ,..,.v v .. 
2: !s ·(;he sp;::::l;:e:c bius_ef.l.? ( D? we k:1.ow ~1'1?Ugll I:J.:boui; his 
D~;;ckg:rotu'lg -to GEY Jc.i.·v.:n; he .n.E' .. :::i a specJ.a.L reasm'.l.. for 
saying ~,;h:;-.,.t he sa.ys? Doao he sov.ncl biased to you.? 
ls he t't:;.:ing s:ta:nted languagcil?) 
3.. Whs.t iG the: px·j.mary _rn.·c(·posc of tile speech? 
Is t}.-;.u s:potJ. to:·• tryi:ng; ·co cm~:1!,1..m.:tca;t.ZJ :.i.l'lforrn.:?.'Gio~1.? 
Is he ·t:cyi.ns to r-L:-t:.,OUBo ·the emotions of his :Listenel'a? 
4.. \'.'ht.".t is -':ille ge:.nez·aJ. tone of the sp0ech.? ( Is it 
e:mo tional o :•: tu1err.o t:i0!lt•.l?) 
. 
' l 
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PURPOSE AND DESCRIPTION 
The Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test has 
been constructed to measure the ability of students to 
comprehend spoken language. By -listening compre-
hension is meant the aural assimilation of spoken sym-
bols in a face-to-face speaker-audience situation, with 
both oral and visual cues present. 
There are two comparable forms, AM and BM, each 
comprising 76 test items. These items are grouped into 
five parts, each measuring an important listening skill. 
The time required for administration of the test is one 
class period. The test is administered orally, and stu-
dents record their responses on separate answer sheets. 
There is no test booklet. The answer sheets may be 
scored easily either by hand or by machine. 
IMPORTANCE OF liSTENING 
Communication is generally considered to be com-
posed of four skills. Writing and speaking are classified 
as expressive skills, and reading and listening as re-
ceptive or assimilative skills. When the assimilative 
skills, the basic media of learning, are not adequately 
developed, the entire educational process suffers. The 
importance of reading has long been recognized; but 
until recently little attention has been given to the 
development of listening ability, even though as early 
as 1929 Rankin 1 pointed out that "listening is the most 
frequently used language activity, the average adult 
spending approximately three times as much time listen-
ing as reading." Within the past few years, however, 
various professional groups such as the National 
Council of Teachers of English 2 . have turned their 
attention to the study of the nature and development of 
1 Paul T. Rankin, "Listening Ability." Proceedings of the Ohio 
State Educational Conference, 1929, Ohio State University, 1929, 
pp. 172-183. 
2 For additional information, see Chapters 14 and 18 in The 
English Language Arts, prepared by the Commission on the English 
Curriculum (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1952). 
The Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test is one of the tests in the Evaluation 
and Adjustment Series. 
The achievement tests in this series cover a variety of subjects in the fields of mathe-
matics, science, social studies, and the language arts. Each test in the series contributes 
toward a complete, integrated measurement program for secondary schools. These tests 
are designed to evaluate the outcomes of instruction in the various subjects as they are 
being taught in the typical schools of our country. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1953, 1955, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. BCLCT; M- 4 
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radio and TV programs will do much toward revealing 
specific problems and setting the stage for meaningful 
class discussions. 
Specific help may be obtained from the following 
selected articles, the three starred items being particularly 
useful: 
1. ADAMS, HARLEN M. "Learning to Be Discrimi-
nating Listeners," English Journal, XXXVI 
(January, 1947), 11- 15. 
2. ANDERSON, HAROLD A. "Teaching the Art of 
Listening," School Review, LVII (February, 
1949), 63-67. 
3. BROWN, JAMES I. "Teaching Listening through 
Listening-Type Tests," College English, XIII 
(January, 1952), 224-225. 
4. DIAS, EARL J. "Three Levels of Listening," 
English Journal, XXXVI (May, 1947), 252-
254. 
* 5. FRAZIER, ALEXANDER, Editor. Projects in Listen-
ing. Issued by Office of Research Services, 
Phoenix Union High Schools and Phoenix Col-
lege, Phoenix, Arizona (January, 1950). 
* 6. NICHOLS, RALPH G. "Listening Instruction in 
the Secondary School," Bulletin of the National 
Association of Secondary-School Principals, 
XXXVI (May, 1952), 158- 174. 
* 7. NICHOLS, RALPH G., and LEWI~, THOMAS R. Lis-
tening and Speaking: A Guide to Effective Com-
municaffion. Dubuque, Iowa: William C. 
Brown Company (1954), 276 pp. 
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47: 71, July, 1945; 47: 32, December, 1945; 48: 56, January, 1946; 50: 41, January, 1947. 
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BROWN-CARLSEN LISTENING COMPREHENSION TEST 
PART A 
Immediate Reca ll 
SAMPLE 
3 5 N 
I 
4 5 N 
1 
.. 
4 5 N 
2 :: 
4 :. 
5 ·: 
OS 
7 :: 
as 
8 :-
to 
9 .. 
to 
10 
as 
15 
12 .. 
3 
13 ·: 
3 
14 :: 
3 
15 ·: 
5 
17 
8 9 N 
6 8 N 
9 N 
3 N 
am at an N 
at on in N 
in at on N 
in of at N 
at to on N 
18 20 25 N 
18 20 24 N 
4 5 6 N 
4 6 N 
4 6 8 N 
6 8 N 
ANSWER SHEET: FORM AM 
BE SURE YOUR MARKS ARE HEAVY AND BLACK. 
ERASE COMPLETELY ANY ANSWER YOU WISH TO CHANGE. 
PART B PART C PART 0 
Following Directions Recog nizing 
Trans itions 
Recognizing W ord Meanings 
4 
18 : 
5 
20 .· 
21 
2 
23 : 
2} 
24 .: 
25 
3 
27 
0 
28 :· 
2 
29 : 
3 
31 
.. 
SAMPLE 
5 6 7 N 
I 
4 6 8 N 
5 6 N 
6 7 8 N 
3 4 N 
3 N 
6 8 N 
3 N 
3 4 N 
D E F N 
5 6 N 
3 N 
3 4 5 N 
3 4 5 N 
4 5 6 N 
5 6 N 
3 4 5 N 
E F G H N 
34 
I 
I 
38 
39 :. 
40 . 
41 
42 :: 
43 
44 
45 
SAMPLE 
T C 
T C 
N 
N 
T C N 
T c N 
T c N 
T c N 
T c N 
T c N 
T N 
SAMPLE 
a. set up b. threw 
c. furnished d. ar-
ranged e. fixed at a 
particular level 
46 and 47 
a. rotation b. coil 
c. change of direction 
d. service 
48 and 49 
f. stingy 
h. near 
j. intimate 
50 and 51 
e. variation 
g. accurate 
i. stifling 
a. stupid b. unfeeling 
c. listless d. blunt 
e. tedious 
52 and 53 
f. objective g. contest 
h. object of ridicule 
i. plan. j. diversion 
54 and 55 
a. loyal b. genuine 
c. accurate d. sincere 
e. honest 
a b 
I 
a b 
a b 
g 
48 .: 
g 
• a b 
so .: 
b 
51 
.. 
g 
g 
53 :: 
a b 
54 .: 
a b 
55 : 
c d e 
c d e 
c d 
h 
h 
d e 
c d 
h 
h 
c d e 
.. 
'' .. 
d e 
0 
35 . 
2 3 N DO NOT TURN THE ANSWER SHEET OVER 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO. 
3 4 N 
36 :: 
% 4 6 8 N 
37 :: 
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PARTE 
Lecture Comprehension 
SAMPLE 
a. Improvement of Vocabulary b . Your Vo-
cabulary c. Increasing Your Vocabulary 
d. Methods of Improving Vocabulary e. You 
and Your Vocabulary 
a b c 
I 
56 a. calf b. dog c. steer d. cow 
a b 
e. horse 56 i i 
c 
57 f. Queen Elizabeth g. Queen Victoria h. Queen 
Mary i. King George j. King Edward 57 : 
58 a. Vachel Lindsay b. Carl Sandburg c. Wil-
liam Neilson d. Uncle George e. Max Eastman 58 
59 f. Florida 
j. Nevada 
g. Mexico h. Texas i. Arizona 
59 . 
60 a. convey information b. illuminate experience c. tell a 
a story d. describe a situation e. suggest a moral 60 
g. faint h. go into hysterics 61 f. scream 
i. collapse j. burst into tears 
62 a. hours b. days c. weeks d. months 
e. seasons 
63 f. 70,000 g. 1,000,000 h. 2,000,000 
i. 3,000,000 j. 4,000,000 
64 a. $6 b. $16 
65 f. Merriam 
j. Neilson 
c. $18 
g. Funk 
66 a. nice b. deciduous 
e. entomology 
d. $20 e. $22 
h. Riley i. Eastman 
c. city d. synonym 
61 
62 
63 
a 
64 
65 
66 
g h 
b 
g h 
b 
g h 
h 
g h 
b 
g h 
b 
d 
d 
d 
d 
d 
d 
d 
67 f. rooster g. exiguous h. abhor i. clarify 
j . sediment 
68 a. 2 b.3 c. 4 d. 5 e. 6 
69 f. using the dictionary g. interesting others 
by clever use of words h. improving your 
vocabulary i. clarifying word meanings 
j. individualizing your vocabulary 
70 a. story of Uncle George b. history of the 
dictionary c. discussion of synonyms 
d. word-a-day approach e. derivational 
approach 
71 f. making explanations g. interesting others 
h. achieving success i. persuading others 
j. the relating of personal experience 
72 a. word-history approach b. word-a-day 
plan c. dictionary-study method d. poetry-
study method e. synonym-study method 
73 f. musicians were born, not made g. prac-
tice makes perfect h. geniuses are inspired 
individuals i. genius is a matter of having 
the right parents j. he was a genius 
74 a. individual ability 
c. student intelligence 
e. student interest 
b. proper textbooks 
d. proper methods 
75 f. being natural and effortless g. being the 
result of special effort 
average intelligence 
h. requiring above-
i. resulting from wide 
reading j . requiring the proper environment 
76 a. vivid b. useful c. common d. practical 
e. annoying 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
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68 
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a b 
' 71 
a b 
72 
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BROWN-CARLSEN LISTENING COMPREHENSION TEST 
ANSWER SHEET: F 0 R M AM 
BE SURE YOUR MARKS ARE HEAVY AND BLACK. 
ERASE COMPLETELY ANY ANSWER YOU WISH TO CHANGE. 
PART A PART B PART C PART 0 
Immediate Recall Following Directions Recognizing 
Transitions 
Recognizing Word Meanings 
2 
4 
1 :: 
2 :. 
6 
3 :: 
4 .: 
s · 
6 :: 
as 
7 :· 
as 
8 .: 
to 
9 .: 
to 
10 :· 
as 
11 ·: 
IS 
12 :: 
14 :, 
3 
15 : 
2 
16 :: 
5 
17 :: 
SAMPLE 
3 5 N 
I 
5 6 N 
5 N 
8 9 N 
4 6 8 N 
5 9 N 
3 5 N 
am at an N 
at on in N 
in at on N 
" 
" 
in of at N 
at to on N 
18 20 25 N 
18 20 24 N 
5 6 N 
4 5 6 N 
4 6 8 N 
6 7 8 N 
4 
5 
20 
21 
22 :: 
25 ' 
c 
26 ·: 
3 
27 ' 
0 
28 " 
2 
29 ' 
2 
30 ,' 
3 
31 
4 
32 :: 
2 
33 :' 
SAMPLE 
5 6 7 N 
I 
6 8 N 
5 6 N 
6 8 N 
2 3 N 
3 N 
6 8 N 
3 N 
3 5 N 
D E F N 
4 5 6 N 
3 N 
3 4 N 
3 4 5 N 
5 6 N 
5 6 N 
3 4 5 N 
E F G H N 
34 
" 
0 2 3 N 
35 
2 3 4 N 
36 
2 4 6 8 N 
37 ·. 
SAMPLE 
T c N 
I 
I c N 
38 :! 
T C N 
T c N 
T c N 
41 
" 
T c N 
T c N 
43 :: 
T c N 
44 :: 
T c N 
45 
SAMPLE 
a. set up b. threw 
c. furnished d. ar-
ranged e. fixed at a 
particular level 
46 and 47 
a. rotation b. coil 
c. change of direction 
d. service 
48 and 49 
f. stingy 
h. near 
j. intimate 
50 and 51 
e. variation 
g. accurate 
i. stifling 
a. stupid b. unfeeling 
c. listless d. blunt 
e. tedious 
52 and 53 
f. objective g. contest 
h. object of ridicule 
i. plan. j. diversion 
54 and 55 
a. loyal b. genuine 
c. accurate d. sincere 
e. honest 
a 
I 
a 
46 !: 
a 
47 
48 :: 
a 
so .: 
51 
a 
a 
55 
b c 
b d 
b d 
g h 
g h 
• b c d 
b c d 
g h 
g h 
b c d 
b c d 
DO NOT TURN THE ANSWER SHEET OVER 
UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO. 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
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PARTE 
Lecture Comprehension 
SAMPLE 
Improvement of Vocabulary b. Your Vo-
cabulary c. Increasing Youx· Vocabulary 
d. Methods of Improving Vocabulary e. You 
and Your Vocabulary 
a b 
56 a. calf b. dog c. steer d. cow 
a b 
e. horse 56 · · 
c 
I 
c 
57 f. Queen Elizabeth g. Queen Victoria h. Queen g h 
Mary i. King George j. King Edward 57 :. 
58 a. Vachel Lindsay b. Carl Sandburg c. Wil-
liam Neilson d. Uncle George e. Max Eastman 58 
59 f. Florida 
j. Nevada 
g. Mexico h. Texas i. Arizona 
60 a. convey information b. illuminate experience c. tell 
59 
a story d. describe a situation e. suggest a moral 60 
g. faint h. go into hysterics 61 f. scream 
i. collapse j. burst into tears 
62 a. hours b. days c. weeks d. months 
e. seasons 
63 f. 70,000 g. 1,000,000 h. 2,000,000 
i. 3,000,000 j. 4,000,000 
64 a. $6 b. $16 
S5 f. Merriam 
j. Neilson 
c. $18 
g. Funk 
i6 a. nice b. deciduous 
e. entomology 
d.$20 e. $22 
h. Riley i. Eastman 
c. city d. synonym 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
b 
g h 
b 
g h 
b c 
g h 
b 
g h 
d 
d 
d 
d 
d 
d 
d 
67 f. rooster g. exiguous h. abhor i. clarify 
j. sediment 
68 a. 2 b.3 c. 4 d. 5 e. 6 
69 f. using the dictionary g. interesting others 
by clever use of words h. improving your 
vocabulary i. clarifying word meanings 
j. individualizing your vocabulary 
70 a. story of Uncle George b. history of the 
dictionary c. discussion of synonyms 
d. word-a-day approach e. derivational 
approach 
71 f. making explanations g. interesting others 
h. achieving success i. persuading others 
j. the relating of personal experience 
72 a. word-history approach b. word-a-day 
plan c. dictionary·study method d. poetry-
study method e. synonym-study method 
73 f. musicians were born, not made g. prac-
tice makes perfect h. geniuses are inspired 
individuals i. genius is a matter of having 
the right parents j. he was a genius 
74 a. individual ability 
c. student intelligence 
e. student interest 
b. proper textbooks 
d. proper methods 
75 f. being natural and effortless g. being the 
result of special effort 
average intelligence 
h. requiring above-
i. resulting from wide 
reading j. requiring the proper environment 
76 a. vivid b. useful c. common d. practical 
e. annoying 
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ll b 
70 .: 
71 ' 
b 
72 
g 
73 
• b 
74 ' 
' 75 
a b 
76 .: 
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